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Having A Ball
ACM Week With Sam Hunt

A

few days prior to the biggest week of his career, MCA’s Sam
Hunt says he’s not spent much time going over the itinerary.
“My approach is to take everything as it comes and keep
the details as unknowns,” he says. “I’m walking in without expectations. But I am looking forward to seeing lots of people from
Nashville I don’t get to see a lot since I’ve been on the road.” As
for a major awards show performance in front of a record-setting
crowd? “That’s the part I try not to think about.” Nominated for
New Artist of the Year at the 50th Annual ACM Awards, Hunt will
perform three times in roughly 48 hours – two of them for national
television. And while his takeaway may not include a trophy – this
time – it will include something much more personal.
to jump up and start singing,” he says. “I’ll
Row No
play a piece of ‘Take Your Time.’ They have a
Unlike most new artists, Hunt didn’t partake of
pretty cool runway and different stage areas. I
the ACM radio remotes ... but not by choice. As
get to walk through the crowd and the pit area
his manager explained weeks before the event,
down front where there are a lot of fans. That
Hunt’s profile rose faster than expected and his
Friday, April 17
will really help that live experience.”
Dallas schedule was pinched by a Phoenix show
And then it was back to Globe Life, for an
Thursday (4/16) – a commitment made well
Early am Red-eye from Phoenix
actual live experience with Yoakam. A day’s
before the ACMs were on the radar. A cramped
11am Call time at Globe Life (Sam w/ Dwight)
notice on song choice extended into very little
timeline on the front end of ACM weekend was
time for working up the duet. “It was pretty
mitigated by an unexpected pleasure, however.
11:15am Soundcheck, rehearsal, camera block
much just on the fly,” he says. “Show up and,
“We jumped on a plane after the [Phoenix]
12:15pm Festival interview
‘Hey, Dwight, I’m Sam, let’s go out there and
show, came directly in and just crashed,” Hunt
sing.’ We did get to chat a little bit before and
says. “But it was cool to wake up and see the
12:45pm Wrap at Globe Life
he’s a really nice, humble, down-to-earth guy.
basketball court.” That hoops setup in the artist
2:15pm Call time at AT&T Stadium (Sam)
Easy to talk to and hang out with. Hopefully
bus compound outside AT&T Stadium proved to
I’ll cross paths with him again sometime.”
be a big draw.
2:30pm Awards rehearsal, camera block
The performance itself worked out, but not
“All the boys were already out there playing
(Sam, stand-ins for band)
before weather intervened. “They had us set
so we went out and started shooting around,”
up in a little hang spot backstage, over in what
Hunt says. “Luke Bryan came walking by, Cole
3pm Wrap at AT&T
seemed to be the Rangers players’ lounge,”
Swindell and some other artists were right there
TBD Suit fitting
Hunt says. “The rain was a bummer, but it
in that little compound. It was nice catching up
finally cleared up. I thought it would run
with a couple of guys I had only met a few times.
7:30pm Call at Globe Life (Sam w/Dwight)
everybody off but there were a lot of fans in
I’m looking forward to getting to know them a
8:15pm Stage (Sam, Dwight w/house band)
there. We got going again around 9:30 and it
little more as we’re back there hanging the rest
turned out really cool.”
of the weekend.”
Of course, it’s hard to go wrong
By 11am, it’s off to Globe Life Park and
when the A-team is onstage. “I recognized the band guys from Nashville, havrehearsal for his ACM Presents: Superstar Duets performance with Dwight Yoakam.
ing done demos a few years ago with some of them. If you look at their resumes,
Hunt isn’t sure how the pairing happened, but he’s glad it did. “When they
they’re the guys who have
brought it to me it was a quick ‘yes,’” he says. “As a big fan of his I was all for it.
played on tons of No. 1
I left the details up to them – whatever accommodates him and his crew. I think
Service With A Smile:
songs in the past 10, 20
Dwight said yesterday he
Meeting with
years. So it was really great
thought ‘Fast As You’ would
veterans backstage.
to play with them.”
be a good choice and I
think so, too. I’m glad it
Home Slice
worked out.”
Saturday’s late-morning
call at the Party For A Cause
We’ll Do It Live
Festival culminated in a
In the midst of a packed
25-minute set that gave
schedule, he also had to
visual evidence of just how
find time for a suit fitting
rapidly Hunt’s appeal has
and a run-through of his
spread. Globe Life’s North
awards show performance
Lawn was packed with fans eager to see, hear and in a few cases, take selfies with
at AT&T Stadium. “It was
Fast As Who:
him, after he jumped down into the crowd mid-song. Once the show was over, Hunt
just about where I’m startDuet with Dwight.
ing, what my cues are, when visited with a few service members and fans backstage. And then a reunion was on.
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Crowd Sourcing:
Party For A Cause performance
outside Globe Life Park.

ACM Week With Sam Hunt
“My parents flew in, so after I stepped offstage, I saw them for the
first time in several months,” Hunt says. “We hung out backstage for a
bit, then took golf carts back to the bus compound.” Mom and dad looked
on as Sam and crew spent a couple more hours playing ball. Then it was off to
the hotel for the whole team.
“It was my tour manager’s birthday,” Hunt says. “We had a big sit-down dinner
with him, my producer and his family, my parents, the band and crew. We celebrated the birthday and being a part of the ACMs for the first time.”
Show day included a full dress rehearsal and, not surprisingly, more hoops.
“We went back to the bus compound for lunch after we were done at the stadium. I was pretty obsessed with the basketball court, so we shot around a little
more and killed a couple hours waiting on the show.”
The red carpet was a blur, Hunt says, but helped by getting to spend time
with his date ... mom. “They throw you in a ride over there, you get out and
there are people and cameras everywhere. I didn’t really know where to go or
what to do. I was just hanging with my mom, catching up with her. I got direction from some people with the label and started chatting with different folks
from the media. Everybody was nice, all dolled up and looking good. That
whole camera world isn’t my favorite thing, but I’m glad they were interested in
talking to me.”

House Party
Like many of the 70,000 people in the room, Hunt was impressed by the show’s scope and its dual reach. “I’ve been able
to play for some pretty big audiences lately, but that was by far
the most people I’ve ever played in front of,” he says. “It was so
huge, I actually felt a little disconnected from all the people.
It didn’t really feel like a live show the way we normally play
them. Obviously, you’re not just playing for the stadium, but
also the people at home watching. It wasn’t long ago I was one
of those people sitting at home, so the fact that we were able to
reach people all across the country was great.”
Nerves hit about a half hour prior to his performance. “It
probably had more to do with all the hustle and bustle,” he
says. “I wouldn’t call it confusion, but there was definitely
chaos backstage. There wasn’t the serenity of the pre-show
hang I’m used to. I was more concerned about making sure
we were on time. Let’s not screw this whole show up. But by
the time we started, the nerves were gone. You get close to
the people in the pit, see them smiling and singing the song
back and it makes those nerves go away.”
The awarding of New Artist snuck up on Hunt. “I came back
from the bathroom and just about missed it,” he says. “I would
have been excited to win, but by no means was I disappointed.
I was proud to see Cole win. He’s put out great music and
done well the past few years. Thomas was equally deserving.
The fact that people voted for any of us is exciting. That fans
go out of their way to register and vote online is a big deal.”
Taking Time
His first ACM experience being the organization’s 50th anniversary
meant some special moments. “Being there for the Milestone performances
was cool because I grew up listening to them,” Hunt says. “Sitting amongst them was
pretty surreal ... probably my favorite part of the whole show. Coincidentally, when
I went home for Christmas last year, my brothers and I turned our parents on to
Modern Family. So having Sofia Vergara sitting so close to us was fun.”
Likewise, UMG/Nashville’s post-show party gave Hunt a chance to share with
family. “I caught up with [UMG/Nashville Chairman/CEO Mike] Dungan and
everybody from the label,” he says, “and my parents got to meet a lot of people I
work with, and it was cool to make those introductions.”
Other than basketball, the melding of those worlds proved to be the theme for
Sam Hunt’s ACM experience. “The biggest thing was getting to experience it with
my mom, who has been my biggest fan and supporter since I moved to Nashville,”
he says. “Standing on the red carpet with her, seeing how excited she was sitting in
that crowd and seeing me as a part of it – especially considering how much work it
took to get there – means a lot. I love my parents to death.
“From Georgia, they never really understood what I was doing and what it all
meant, but in Dallas they could see me in that world in a way I never could have
explained. The ACMs helped them understand what I’m now a part of.”
CAC

Eat & Greet: Chatting with
mother Joan at dinner.

My Name Is:
The big show performance.

